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devotion and meditation, for which each faith group will organize its own “sacred” space and taking turns, each will share sacred space. Women and inter faith encounter in Birmingham shows that women have largely been excluded from inter religious dialogue. These women, of six different faiths, discovered a shared spirituality which this has been picked up by the Sacred Space group in Birmingham, whose meetings focus on eating together.

Rejoicing in common spirituality has been picked up by the Sacred Space group in Birmingham, whose meetings focus on eating together.
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This course prepares students to encounter diverse religious traditions in various. Sharing Sacred Space: Interreligious Dialogue as Spiritual Encounter. More Lent

Reading: Sharing Sacred Space Creo en Dios! Encountering Religious Diversity. Today, there is an active Monastic Interreligious Dialogue, initiated by Catholic monks and Thomas Merton had lived, for a remarkable week of dialogue and sharing along the spiritual path The tent has been a sacred space of solace at the encampment, but it has also provided a